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Reviewer's report:

The authors have addressed all my previous concerns. I just have a couple of minor comments.

Methods page 4 para 1 – Instead of referring to “unique” men and “unique” women, I suggest starting a new sentence stating that if participants completed two clinics during the study period, only data from the first(?) visit was included in the analyses?

Discussion page 9 para 4 – “requested complementary information” sounds like participants were approached again and additional information was collected. Do you mean you re-analysed the data with additional adjustments for alcohol intake?

Throughout the manuscript consider changing “intake/week” to “times/week”.

Figure 1.
The y-axis needs to be labelled.
The values on the y-axis should have decimal points, not commas.

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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